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and tools

 
EXPERIENCE OF

MULTIPLE COUNTRIES



What is the result of
Rural Parliament

(RP)? What does it
include?

Resolution
20 - 50 points, 2 - 8 pages 
Declaration

The Parliament is thematic, so is the
Declaration
Small material of the theme before
the RP 

Manifesto
Action plan

Suggestions for actions from
community to national and EU level 
Visual representation -
understandable for everyone

The outcome should be measurable 
 and serve as lobbying material 
The results of the previous RP should
be connected
Acknowledge the importance of
process



Existing lobbying
methods and tools

Establishment of thematic working
groups to continue work on RP
results 
Media coverage - before, during and
after RP
Delivering information/results to
ministries and other policymakers
Inclusive nation-wide advocacy
platform with RP as culmination, but
processes happening on daily bases 
Training for NGOs and MA on
different levels, learning and teaching
from each other 
Monitoring plan to assess the impact 

Reputation is crucial in the success of
lobbying 
The right moment. Election? 
Ads in FB 
Promoting ongoing networking
Identifying organizations and different
stakeholders that would be interested
in providing support to empower
implementation of results
To ensure live committee meetings of
the regional and national governments 
Common rural agenda to present to
ministries 
Voice of real people (communities take
the floor) 
Sessions designed by external actors,
e.g., experts (possibly new future
cooperation, active involvement)
International collaboration and
perspective
Strengthening local actions and
impact
Involving decision-makers in other
activities, too. Long-term cooperation



Lessons learned.
Unbeneficial and

useless time
consumption

Too broad focus - need to pick priorities to be able to monitor
Be clear about the process ownership
Limitation due to funding
Digital events might get confusing
RP are needed. But are they heard?
Don't underestimate the work that must be done with media
No measurable points in the resolution, hard to follow the results
Think about the staff capacity
A vast amount of information that should be worked with



Successes and the
best know-how's Functional model of bottom-up

and participatory perspective in
rural agenda 
Empowering non-public sector 
Rural realities presented in RP -
policymakers invited to react on
those cases 
Creating a "live" reaction (not
prepared speech)
Shape multi-stakeholder and
inter-sectoral partnerships
Evidence-based studies and
researches
Regional forums 
Partnerships with universities
and local organisations
If online, many remote spaces for
participation
RP as a guide for the work of
organizations

Creation of systematic campaign
work:

 creation of an informal platform
of involved parties (LAG network,
the union of municipalities,
regions, Christian Org.)
one common agenda for all
partners in 3 years 
"Mass" letters to MA (~3000)
Data and summary of successful
implemented results (jobs
created etc.) 


